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The following
discussion concerns the corrections
due to lift
The
effect* in tunnel tests of an aerofoll
in two-dlmenslonal
flow.
circulation
round the aerofoil
is usually reprcuented by a bound vortex
at the centre of pressure, the influence of the boundaries of the working
section being deduoed from the induced field of the appropriate
system
of the upwash (i.e. the transverse
of 1tmges. The chordwise variation
component of the induced velocity)
gives rise to an effective
curvature
of flop, which produots an effective
ohonge of aerofoil
camber (ncrody-namic
camber) combined with an effective
change of inoidcnce corresponding to the
upwash at mid-chord.
These are discussed separately below, and several
alternative
forms for the corrections
in a closed-throat
tunnel WE set
out
in Tables I-5.
Aerod.ynamio Camber.
In practice
the correction
due to aerodynamic camber 1.9 convert;cd
to an equivalent
change in lift,
pitching
moment, etc. (Table I).
It
is
therefore necessary to know the values of the camber derivatives
etc.
It is usually assumed that these may be taken to
a%hy
, a%/
bc the same asY) he theoretical
Values
for a parabolic arc, or preferably
(to allow for boundary-layer
effects)
those g&vcn by the semi-empirical
relations
suggested in Ref.1, namely
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where a, denotes aC&a
and a,T its theoretical
value.
These
equations are probably sufficiently
accurate at low incidence, but in the
neighbourhood of the stall
they are no longer applicable
because
on physical
grounds the effect of aerodynamic camber would bc oxpacted to remain finite
and positive whereas a, becomes zero and then negative.
Presumably the value
in the neighbourhood of the staU lies between 4% and 0,
~~da~!&$
between - ?( and 0; in Table 2 values of I&X and -un
have been
ssluned where A and u lie between 0 and 1. If
X and p were
taken/
i

The furthor constraint
due to tlake blockage is also likely
considerable in the neighbourhood of the stall.

to become

-2taken to be 0.5, the uncertainty in the correctzon when c/h = 0.4 r;ould
be + 1.610 on lift and i 0.004~ on the position of the centre of pressure.
Hence it no1.Y.dbe deszable to obtain experimenkl values of
the amber dorivstives
at the stall,
particularly for ScL/a Y.
These
data might posazbly bc estimated from tosts of famllios of nerofoils wth
varying amounts of pzcabollc camber (with maximumcmbm
at mid-chord),
but as the results mould &pond cn the evaluation of small dlfferonccs
it is doubtful v,hethor stiflcicnt
accurncy !~ould remain.
I? would seem
preferable to m,akcdirect dotaminat.tlons, elthsr on a nhirling ozm or jn
a too-dimcnsion,ol curved-flow turaol, a possibility mhich is cxcmincd in
The tests should cover a range of Reynoltis nwber.
Ref.2.
Correction.duc

to Upsash at Mid-chord.

This correction to incidence is basically
straight2ormrd.
If, hol;evcr, it is converted to on equivalent change in lift at constant
(tunnel) incidcnco (Tables 3 and 4), in the neighbourhood of the stall
it is particularly
important
to use a vdue of
aw aa appropriate to
the incidence consldercd, and not to use the theoretical value of 2%
por r3dion.
Furthor, correspondlng corrections should bo applied to
etc.,
as ucll."
This uprrash has no effect on the wlue of
%I* 0s
CL max.
Conclusions cnndRocomLwldntions.
(1) Zxp<rimcntnl values of the ccrmbcrdsrivntives arc necdcd
for the cvolut3ion of the tunnel intcrfcrensc due to lift effect,
particularly
ac ay at, naxirJ~~
lift.
A range of Reynolds number
should be covcro d.
(2) VJhenapplying the intsrferonoo corrections it is essential
to distinguish bctme;L the correction due to nerodynmfiic camber and that
&IO to the upwwh induced :.t mid-chord.
Ths tasic for;; of the
corrections is set rdt in Table 1.
Until oxperinental values of the c,amberderivatives are
available there is little
one can do except to use the semi-empirical
values 4171 for aq aY ana -px for
acdaa. The resulting
corrections arc given in Table 2.
In the absence of further information
a value of l/2 is suggested
for h end p at the stall.
(3)

If the incidtince correction due to mid-chord upna3h is
converted to on equivalent change of lif? at constant incidence
(Table 3 or Table 4) it is important to use a value of acd ay
appropriate to the particular incidaco being considered, and not the
thaoreticol v&z of 27G \:hich at best is only applicable at lon incidence
Moreover, corresponding corrections should also be applied
(Table 5).
t0 cm,CD,et0: thesc have been included in Tables 3 and 4.%
(4)

Corrections/
w
This method of applying the inciduncc correction,
recommendednea- the stall.

hol,ever, is not
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Corrections due to Lift

Effect:

Rectanwlar

Closed-throat Tunnel

(Two-dincnsionnl Flow).
Table

1

- Basso Fern of the Corrections.

Correctwn
To a (radlsns:

?or aerodynamic camber
0

Par mid-chord upwnsh

+g 0i;0;

(CL + 4Q

To CL

0

To cm

0

To CD

+2yG ; 2 (cr, + 4q$L
0

CorrecClun

For amodynamx csniber

E'or mid-chord upwssh

To a (ratilans)
To CL
Tu c ,a
To %

Table 3 - lSquivalent Corrections at Constant Incidence (Cf. 'l'ohkz 1)
For aerodynamic camber I For mid-chord upwash
To a (radians)
To Gy

-

(0)
-$$)2 (CL+ 4%) 32
(CL + ICC,) 2

To C,

-%(ig

To CD

c 3 0 g 2 (CL + ~+qc,

-p)

Table 4/

-4Table 4 - Equivulcnt

Correction

Corrections
at Constant Incxience v,hen$L
and e
= pn (Cf. Table 2)
For acrorlynd.c

I

To a (mdmm)

camber 1

For mid-chord

0
CL

To cm

%I
2
2-c
192 0h

upwosh

(0)

To CL

To CD

= 4Xx

g!!
3

correctIon
at low incidence
Table 5 - Constant-incidence
SCa&
= _I x 22
,T=4%
ar
' ?a

(ollly)assuming

For aerodynamic camber and for uud-chord upwash

Correction

To a (radians)

(0)

To0,
TO c,

To CD
I
All the above corrections
arc to be added in order to convert the tunnel
The symbols o, h and Cm denote
measurements to free-air
values.
respectively
aerofoil
chord, tunnel height and asrofoil
pitching moment
cocfflcient
about quortw-chord.

Reforenccs(

' SCJ//SY and aCD/aa

may also be neglqible.
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